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Meet John*

John served in Vietnam.

He has had cancer twice, and 
been diagnosed with PTSD.

 



Meet Sam*

Sam is a former Marine who 
spent 8 years in service. 

He has had issues with his knee 
and hand since leaving the 
military.
 



John and Sam are among the 5 million Veterans who receive 
disability benefits from the Veterans Affairs Department

274K
new disability 

claim recipients 
in 2018

$12,400
avg annual 

payment for 
individuals 

22.6%
of claims are for 
tinnitus, knee 
pain, or PTSD



50% of calls to the VA 
Call Center (>600K) 

are to check the 
status of a claim

But the process is complex, slow, and marred by poor 
communications

Claims take 107 
days to complete, 

on average



That’s where we came in
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How do we use communications 
(and notifications) to improve 

Veterans’ satisfaction with the 
disability claims process?

Our problem statement



34 survey respondents

We spoke to more than 50 Veterans about their experiences

8 phone calls



Our user research identified two key pain points for Veterans

There is a lack of 
communication

Communication 
is not tailored

1

2

“Black hole”

“It would have been helpful to have 
notifications [about claim progress]”

“The option to opt out of paper mail 
would seriously be appreciated”

“spam”



We came up with 20 potential solutions to these pain points, 
which we narrowed down to three based on user surveys



We then tested our prototypes with 15 Veterans and active 
service members



Our solutions address each pain point

There is a lack of 
communication

Communication 
is not tailored

1

2

Claims tracker app

“The option to opt out of paper mail 
would seriously be appreciated”

“spam”



Lack of communication 1 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Z95FbcK-_ZOxjtu6ByV64d2F5M1jopUc/preview


Lack of communication 1 

Insert video or 
high-fidelity images of 

app



Our solutions address each pain point

There is a lack of 
communication

Communication 
is not tailored

1

2
To address this pain point, we 
developed a Preference Panel for 
the va.gov website.



Communications not tailored 2

“I like that you can 
do it all at once”

“I like that it shows 
what functionality 
it can and can't 
offer you”

“One click, one 
page - no more”

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1yatF9qTUei9xvMfsRYaL3VTpTYocqF8C/preview


Our solutions address each pain point

There is a lack of 
communication

Communication 
is not tailored

Information is 
confusing and 
hard to find

1

2

3 To address this pain point, we 
developed a “White Book” of 
user insights and changes.



Information is confusing 3

1. Simplify language of compensation award. 

2. Provide clearer explanations for how disability ratings are 
calculated.

3. Enroll exiting service members into eBenefits as part of 
transitioning out process on base.

4. Callback system in contract for customer service phone systems.

Change to Menaka’s idea of 
turning our Doc into some 
kind of “White Book” that 

includes recs like this



How information is delivered 
has a huge impact on how it is 
received.

Change at the VA is hard but 
not impossible.

Don’t underestimate the 
power of Veterans’ voices and 
stories.

 

What we learned



Thank you 

to Clarice, Zach & Charles
the VA

and all the Veterans for their service


